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Polymer melting in shear flow 

Abstract 

Dissipative Particle Dynamics has been shown to be a suitable flow simulator, while having an addi

tional benefit over existing methods in preserving molecular detail that otherwise is lost. In this chapter 

the effect of the molecular makeup on the melting behaviour of a solid object in shear flow is simulated. 

DPD particles that form the solid object are connected to simulate a polymer, and also their thermody

namic behaviour is changed. Melting of the polymeric solid proceeds more slowly than a solid with 

unconnected particles. Furthermore, reducing the solubility of the polymers is found to decrease the 

melting rate even further. 

This chapter has been submitted for publication as: S. M. Willemsen, H. C. }. Hoefsloot, and P. D. ledema "Mesoscopic Modelling 
of Polymer Melting in Shear Flow", to Physical Review E. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Even with today's computer power, the simulation of flowing polymer systems re

mains a difficult task. The difficulty arises from their macromolecular structure, 

which introduces multiple length and time scales into the problem. For instance, 

for a polymer solvent system, the molecular size of the polymers is orders of mag

nitudes larger than the size of a solvent molecule. However, both length scales have 

to be solved in a single simulation. In conventional Computational Fluid Dynam

ics, the molecular structure is completely neglected. This eases the computational 

burden, but specific macromolecular effects are also lost. In order to retain some 

of the complex rheological behaviour, a constitutive equation has to be employed. 

On the other hand, performing atomistic Molecular Dynamics not an option either; 

this would lead to astronomical computation times before flow behaviour can be 

observed. 

Dissipative Particle Dynamics [1] opens the way to another approach. DPD can 

best be described as a type of coarse grained Molecular Dynamics. The particles 

in DPD are not single molecules but represent a mesoscopic cluster of molecules. 

The method has shown to be a very flexible tool especially for complex fluid sim

ulations [8, 5,12, 9]. With the introduction of energy conservation within the DPD 

framework [16, 17], thermal problems can also be solved ( [36] and Chapter 2 and 

4 of this thesis). 

In DPD, particles experience interaction forces from particles in their proximity. The 

interaction is pairwise and total momentum is conserved. It has been shown both 

theoretically [3] and by simulation (see Chapter 3) that the macroscopic behaviour 

is hydrodynamical. Since the interactions have a stochastic component, Brownian 

motion can be taken into account. Polymers can easily be simulated by attach

ing springs between particles. However, there are two methods to describe these 

springs [12, 10]. In this chapter we express our ideas on how to choose between 

them. 
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So, with DPD we have a method which allows us to perform flow simulations with 

preservation of some molecular detail. In order to employ this method as a flow 

simulator, some issues have to be solved. Firstly, care must be taken when incor

porating solid walls. When modelling the solid as particles with zero velocity, a 

no-slip condition at the wall could only be achieved by increasing the density of 

particles within the wall. However, this high density repels the particles near the 

wall, resulting in a low density region near the wall. A method to solve these prob

lems is described in Chapter 3. Secondly, the numerical results obtained with DPD 

have to be tested for accuracy. In the chapter mentioned above, the flow in a lid 

driven cavity was simulated with both DPD and a commercial CFD code. In this 

chapter we present a method to test the numerical results intrinsically from DPD 

simulations. This is accomplished by simulating the same problem at different reso

lutions, similar to mesh refinement in conventional CFD. The resolution is changed 

by increasing the number density in the simulation or enlarging the simulation box. 

We will show that in this way confidence in the simulation results can be obtained, 

when no other means of comparison are available. Here, the focus is on the melting 

in shear flow. Since polymers in DPD retain a certain level of molecular detail, the 

melting behaviour of a solid object consisting of polymers can be compared to that 

observed for unconnected DPD particles. 

This chapter is organised as follows: The DPD model is explained and the prob

lem description is given. Then the results for different simulations to check the 

numerical accuracy are presented. Subsequently, polymers are introduced into the 

problem. Our ideas on choosing a spring force selected from several alternatives 

available in literature are presented. Results are given for simulations performed 

for different shear rates and different levels of Brownian motion. Also, we present 

results for the case where the repulsion between the polymeric solid and the fluid 

is chosen differently, in accordance with the reduced solubility of the polymer. The 

differences between the results of these simulations are discussed. 
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5.2 The DPD model 

5.2.1 Classical DPD 

For the sake of completeness the DPD scheme will be given. The time evolution of 

the positions (ri(t)) and impulses (pi(t)) (for simplicity we take the masses of all 

particles 1) of the particle is given by: 

§ = v i ( t ) , ^ = f l ( t ) . (5.1) 
dt at 

The force acting on the particles can be seen as a combination of three parts: 

fl(t) = ^ ( F l
c ; + F » + F i

K
j ) (5.2) 

The first part is the conservative force 

F c = { ^ O - C ^ ( l ' i < r J (5.3) 
l ' \ 0 (Tij >rc) 

where CUJ is the maximum repulsion between particle i and j , rij = n — ij, r^ = 

|rij |, fij = rtj/lrijl, and rc is the cut-off radius. The second and third force are the 

dissipative and the random force: 

F5=-ycüD(Tij)(«u-vij)«iJ 
(5.4) 

Ff, = acuR(r i j)e i jr i i 

in which v^ = Vi — Vj, y is the friction coefficient and a is the noise amplitude, 

tu(rij) is a weight function which tends to zero for r = rC/ and 9^ is a random 

number from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 1/dt variance. 

Espagnol and Warren [3] showed that the weight functions and constants in these 

forces can be chosen arbitrarily but they should obey: 

[a)R(ri,)]2 = a .D (n , ) 
(5.5) 

o~ = 2Ty 
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with T the temperature of the fluid. 

The equations of motion are solved using the modified velocity-Verlet algorithm as 

presented by Groot and Warren [12]. 

5.2.2 Energy conserving DPD 

When energy conservation plays an important role, like in our melting simulations, 

two extra variables need to be considered: the internal energy and the temperature. 

Since the temperature of the individual DPD particles may vary, it is no longer pos

sible to use Eq. (5.5) for calculating the friction coefficient y and the noise ampli

tude ex. However, Espanol [16] suggests to keep the noise amplitude constant for all 

particles and to determine the friction constant from the fluctuating temperatures: 

r2 r 
Yij = 

1 1 
(5.6) 

where Tt is the temperature of particle i. The evolution of the internal energy eL is 

given by: 

dei _ 1 

~dT ~2 
Y_ [<^D(rij)Yij(vij -?ij)2-OijWR(nj)] -^autURlrnHvi j -njie^ 

^ K i j f — - — j UJTu(ï i j ) + ^ O i j ( U T R ( T i j ) 0 i j 

(5.7) 

0^ and dj: are uncorrelated random numbers from a Gaussian distribution with 

zero mean and 1 / d t variance. 

The upper part of this equation is associated with viscous heating of the particles, 

while the lower part is related to the conduction of heat, K^ represents a thermal 

conductivity, that depends on the internal energy of particles 1 and j and follows 

from [16]: 

i< Ti + Tj Ci + Cj 

A2 2 
(5.8) 
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Here, A is the average distance between particles and R the thermal diffusivity. 

Finally, the detailed balance condition requires that a?; = 2Ky, and the following 

relationship between the weight functions [3]: 

U)|(Ti j )=<DD (Tu) 

tÜTR(Tij) = CUTD(nj)-

In this chapter both dissipative weight functions have the following functional 

form: 

COD (Tij) =0)TD(Tlj) = (1 + 3 - ) ( l - f )3 (5-10) 
rc 1 c 

Thus, only the relation between the internal energy and the temperature of the DPD 

particles is still left open. In the case of a material that undergoes a phase change, 

three stages can be defined. First, the material is solid (with a solid heat capacity), 

then the solid will melt, and finally the material is completely liquid (with a liquid 

heat capacity). In the melting stage, a change in energy (as calculated with Eq. 5.7) 

is not used to increase the internal energy e but employed to overcome the melting 

enthalpy L. So, in the case of melting the total energy is the sum of the internal 

energy and the melting energy: E = e + H. The temperature of the particles can 

now be determined from the level of the total energy: 

T ( E ) = < J T m 0 < H < L (5-11) 

T , n + E ' L c ' " : C - H > L 

where Cv>s and Cv,i are the solid and liquid heat capacities, Tm is the melting tem

perature and L is the enthalpy of fusion. This equation of state is similar to the 

enthalpy method [26] commonly used in phase change problems. 
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5.3 Problem description 

It has already been shown (see Chapter 2) that it is possible to describe the move

ment of a melting front in a solid within the DPD framework. In this reference only 

the change in internal energy was calculated, while the particles were not allowed 

to move. Here we apply this method to the melting of a solid object in a flow field. 

The system to be considered consists of two plates moving in opposite directions, 

causing shear flow between them. The plates have an elevated temperature (above 

the melting point of this material). An initially cold (below the melting point) solid 

object is placed between these plates. The solid object will start to heat up and 

eventually melt in the hot liquid. 

In these simulations two phases are present: liquid and solid. The interaction be

tween them has been treated in the following way: the update in energy is calcu

lated (Eq. 5.7). Using this updated energy value the new temperature is calculated 

with the equation of state (Eq. 5.11). Only if the new temperature of the particle is 

above the melting temperature an update in the velocity and position is calculated. 

This means that the particles remain at their fixed positions and keep zero velocity 

as long as they stay below the melting temperature. 

The first step in the melting simulations is the creation of the solid object. To this 

end a simulation is performed in a simulation box the size of the object. The par

ticles are put in this box, and the system is allowed to equilibrate. After this equi

libration period the particles are shifted to the middle of the total simulation box 

and are given a temperature below the melting temperature. 

Shear flow is enforced by imposing no-slip boundary conditions on the right and 

left sides of the simulation box. The top and bottom boundaries are periodic but 

the temperature is changed to the wall temperature once the particles cross these 

borders. The front and back of the simulation box are also periodic. 
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5.4 Numerical accuracy 

No analytical or other solution exists for the melting of a solid in shear flow, to 

compare our numerical solution with. It is possible to calculate the solution for 

a non-polymeric melting problem with a commercial CFD package and compare 

these solutions. However, we alternatively choose to check the accuracy of the so

lution within DPD itself, which requires modification of the resolution by adjusting 

parameters while simulating the same physical problem. Consider the melting in 

shear flow problem as described above. In this problem there are two important 

dimensionless numbers, the Reynolds number, and the Prandtl number: 

R e = ^ , P r = A (5.12) 
n pa 

in which p is the density, v is the mean velocity, D is the size of the solid, r\ is the 

dynamic viscosity, and a is the thermal diffusivity. 

Keeping these dimensionless numbers constant means solving the same physical 

problem, although the actual size or density of the system is changed. By increas

ing the density, the resolution is effectively enlarged, similar to mesh refinement 

in conventional CFD. The system parameter a is changed in such a way that the 

dynamic viscosity is increased with the same amount. Since changing the density 

and viscosity also effects the thermal diffusivity, K has to be modified as well to 

correct this. An alternative method is to adapt the system size. Enlarging or de

creasing the system requires changing the imposed velocity too. This will lead to a 

different time scale of the problem. The DPD parameters used to achieve the same 

dimensionless numbers (Re = 12.7,Pr = 0.72 with a = 0.088) are summarised in 

Table 5.1. 

Now, several approaches to compare the results of the different simulations may be 

taken. A comparison of the velocity and temperature fields at similar times is de

picted in Figure 5.1. As can be seen from the graphs, both the penetration depth of 

the low temperature and the flow field are the same in both simulation cases. Even 

the shapes of the solid object are practically identical. However, these comparisons 
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Table 5.1: Choice of DPD parameters for the different systems, which ensures the same 

dimensionless numbers (Re = 12.7', Pr = 0.72) 

Base Case High Dens Big Box Small Box 

size 12 x 12 x 4 12 x 12 x 4 24 x 24 x 4 6 x 6 x 4 

solid size 4 x 4 x 4 4 x 4 x 4 8 x 8 x 4 2 x 2 x 4 

density 10 20 10 10 

particles 5760 11520 23040 1440 

V w u u 2.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 

time t t t * = 4 t t* = 0.25 t 

sigma 1.0 0.68 1.0 1.0 

Tl 6.3 12.6 6.3 6.3 

K 0.1 0.03 0.1 0.1 

only show the similarity at a single instant of simulation. A more comprehensive 

picture is obtained when regarding the complete melting process. This is achieved 

by monitoring the lowest temperature in the simulation, which is basically the cen

tre temperature of the solid object. These graphs are depicted in Figure 5.2. In the 

first part of the graph the heating of the solid (through conduction) can be seen. At 

the instant the solid reaches the melting temperature (0.0295) the temperature re

mains constant until the solid object is melted completely. Finally the temperature 

rises to reach the temperature of the walls (0.030). In the graph showing different 

systems, the time axis is changed for the large and the small system to achieve the 

same time scale. It can clearly be noticed that the small system deviates consider

ably from the other three, so it can be concluded that in this case the system size is 

too small. The other three graphs are nearly identical, so in terms of computational 

effort the 12 x 1 2 x 4 sized box at p = 10 is preferable. 
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(a) base case 

(b) high density 

Figure 5.1: Temperature and vector field for two different systems at the same simu

lation time (1021 The base case at density 10 is shown together with the simulation 

at density 20. 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the lowest temperature in the simulation for four different 

cases. 
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5.5 Choosing the spring force 

Once numerical considerations yield the optimal choice of the system size, poly

mers can be introduced into the system. Creation of polymers is achieved by con

necting springs between the DPD beads, which leads to an extra force in the DPD 

scheme. In literature, two implementations of the spring force exist. Groot and 

Warren [12] choose the harmonic spring option: 

pjprlng = K r . . ( 5 1 3 ) 

with K the spring constant. The mean distance between two connected DPD beads 

is determined by both this spring force and the repulsive interaction. Groot and 

Warren adopted a spring constant of 2.0 for their set of parameters (p = 3, CUJ = 25, 

T = 1.0). In this case the mean distance between the connected particles coincides 

with the point where the pair correlation function is at its maximum. However, 

if shear is important in the problem to be considered, the above mentioned pa

rameters would result in many connected particles that are more than rc apart. 

This is undesirable since: (a) hydrodynamic interaction between beads within the 

same polymer chain is absent, resulting in a more Rouse like polymer model [39] 

instead of the preferable Rouse-Zimm behaviour [40], (b) the beads of one poly

mer could be in very different flow regions, resulting in a doubtful movement of 

the total polymer chain, and finally, (c) it would be fairly easy for the polymers to 

cross one another. To decrease this large distance between the polymer beads, the 

spring force K could be enlarged, resulting in a stiffer spring. However, increasing 

K would also lead to a smaller mean distance between the polymer beads, and thus 

effectively increase the density of the polymers. 

This problem is solved by using a two parameter description for the spring force, 

like the Fraenkel spring, which is used by Schlijper et al. [10]: 

F?jP r t n B=K(Tij-Te q) l t , (5.14) 

Here req is a predefined equilibrium distance, that can be chosen independently 

(req = -X=) from the stiffness of the polymers. 
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The size of the spring force is determined in the following way. Since in the melting 

problem shear flow is applied, the behaviour of the polymers should be studied in 

shear flow. Polymers are inserted in the simulation box, and shear flow is switched 

on. The distance between two consecutive beads in a polymer is sampled while 

the simulation runs. In Figure 5.3 the distance distribution is plotted for different 

choices of the spring force, while the cumulative distribution is also given. A good 

choice for this density (p = 10) and temperature (T = 0.03) turns out to be K = 9. In 

this case 98% (the black dotted line) of all distances between the polymer beads is 

within one rc , which is desirable for reasons given above. Of course, this amount 

depends on the shear-rate applied (in this case y = 0.6), but these calculations are 

performed at one of the highest shear-rates used in the remainder of this chapter. 

1.25 

0.75 

0 .25-

- - distrib K = 18 
— • distrib K = = 9 

o -o distrib K = = 4.5 
— cumul K = = 18 
— cumul K = = 9 
o—e cumul K = = 4.5 

'fSgqeagoeasiQî Qft̂ ^Qc 
0.75 

r 
1.5 

Figure 5.3: Cumulative and distribution distance between particles in a DPD poly

mer, for three different spring forces at an applied shear rate of 0.6 
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5.6 Polymer melting 

Once the spring force has been chosen, the polymers can be used in the melting 

simulations. In this way, the effect of molecular properties (structure and thermo

dynamics) on the melting process can be investigated. In the first case the molecu

lar structure of the solid object is changed by replacing non-connected (monomeric) 

DPD particles by connected ones (polymers) of length 10. The solid is assumed to 

be surrounded by a liquid consisting of non-connected particles. In Figure 5.4 the 

evolution of the lowest temperature in the simulation is plotted for the cases of 

monomeric and polymeric solids. As can be seen from the graph the polymeric 

solid melts more slowly than the monomeric solid. This difference grows with in

creasing shear rate. The decreased melting rate is caused by the reduced mobility 

of the polymers. In the case of a monomeric solid, once a DPD particle has be

come liquid it can easily move away from the solid surface, while being replaced 

by hot DPD particles. However, in the case of the polymeric solid, the other beads 

0.0300 

0.0298 

0.0296 h 

0.0294 -

0.0292 

0.0290 
600 

Figure 5.4: Comparing the lowest temperature graphs for the solid made up of un

connected or connected particles, for different shear rates. 
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in the polymer chain also determine the movement of a single bead. The polymer 

chain cannot be removed from the solid surface before it is completely melted. The 

higher the shear rate, the stronger this effect will be, since the convective term in 

the overall heat transfer becomes more important at higher shear rates. Hence, by 

only changing the molecular structure of the solid, the melting process is already 

influenced. 

However, it is well known that polymers can phase separate in solvents or other 

polymers. DPD has been used to study phase separation by several authors [41, 4, 

6,7], among which are Groot and Warren [12] who established a link with the Flory-

Huggins theory. The application of this theory was extended to polymer phase 

separation by van Vliet et al. [42]. In this chapter, the effect of phase separation on 

the melting process is studied. Increasing the repulsion between the fluid and the 

polymer yields a poorer solubility. In the base case all repulsive interactions are 3.0, 

while in the poor solubility case, the repulsion between alike particles remains 3.0 

and that between polymer and liquid becomes 3.5. In Figure 5.5 the position of the 

solid particles is shown at the same time step (27 • 103). It is clear that in the case 

of no extra repulsion the molten polymer is easily removed from the solid, and the 

melting rate is expected to be higher in this case, which will be shown later. 

Before showing the calculated melting rates, a third case is presented. In the first 

simulation case the temperature of the fluid was chosen to be 0.03. In this case the 

random force is rather small, resulting in a self-diffusion coefficient of 1.6 • 10 3 . 

To see the effect of faster diffusion, a simulation is also performed at a temperature 

of 0.3, in which case the self-diffusion coefficient is 2.0 • 10 . The parameter a is 

changed in such a way that the dynamic viscosity remains the same. The repulsion 

is changed, so the pair distribution function holds the same shape, while the pro

cedure of section 5.5 is also repeated at this temperature, leading to a spring force 

of 18 as the most suitable. Finally, since the random temperature is increased, the 

fluctuations of the energy become rather large. To suppress these, the heat capacity 

is increased. 
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Figure 5.5: The position of particles that were part of the solid at the beginning of 

the simulation. The positions at time (270) are shown for all cases. 
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While doing so it should be kept in mind that the melting process is governed 

by another dimensionless quantity, the so-called Stefan number: St C\.AT 
L 

which AT is the temperature difference between the solid and the liquid. So, if the 

heat capacity is changed, the melting enthalpy has to be adapted. In Table 5.2 the 

changes in the DPD parameters are given. In Figure 5.5 the positions of the particles 

at this higher diffusivity are shown. It is obvious that the polymers remain closer to 

a random coil configuration in this case. Since this will hinder the flow of hot fluid 

particles towards the solid, the melting will proceed more slowly in this situation. 

In Figure 5.6 the relative increase in the melting time is depicted; the melting time 

is defined as the time instant at which the temperature in the graph of Figure 5.4 

rises above the melting temperature. Starting with the base-case (T = 0.03), for 

low shear rates hardly any difference between polymers and non-connected DPD 

particles is observed. This is logical as the melting process is mostly conduction 

dominated at low shear rates. When the shear rate increases, the difference in melt

ing time increases due to the reduced mobility of the connected particles. This effect 

is present even more strongly in the case of a higher diffusivity (T = 0.3). Apart 

from the reduced mobility of the polymers, it has been shown before that in this 

case the polymers remain in a random coil formation, reducing the overall heat 

transfer. Furthermore, non-connected DPD particles can be mixed up with the hot 

fluid even more quickly than under lower diffusivity. These two effects lead to a 

larger difference between monomer and polymer melting. 

Table 5.2: Choice of DPD parameters for the different systems for the low and high tem

perature systems 

CT K Cv L 

T = 0.03 

T = 0.3 

1.0 

2.9 

9.0 

18.0 

105 

10fa 

5 - 1 0 2 

5 - 1 0 4 
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Finally, it should be noticed that the graph with the increased repulsion between 

the fluid and the polymer differs even for low shear rates. This can be explained 

by a decrease in density in the layer between the solid and the liquid. Here, par

ticles will be repelled more strongly than in the remainder of the simulation box, 

which is not a favourable position for the particles so that they are forced to move 

away. The resulting fewer particles present will reduce the overall heat transfer 

between the solid and the liquid, leading to a difference in melting time, even for 

low shear rates. For the high shear rates it seems that the difference continues to 

increase for the larger diffusivity, while the other two cases seem to have reached a 

plateau value. However, since the influence of the random motion becomes larger 

for the latter case, the error in these points will be larger than for the other two 

cases. Therefore, it is impossible to draw a firm conclusion at this point. Perform

ing multiple calculations should bring clarity here. 
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Figure 5.6: Relative difference between the melting time of the solid constructed from 

unconnected or connected DPD particles. Melting times are calculated at different 

shear rates and for three different systems. 
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5.7 Conclusions 

In this chapter the effect of molecular structure and polymer behaviour on the melt

ing of a solid in shear flow have been studied. It was found that a solid consisting 

of connected DPD particles melts more slowly than one consiting of unconnected 

DPD particles. This difference is increased further at enhanced random motion, or 

in the case that the molten polymer is less soluble in the fluid. 

The numerical accuracy of the simulations has been determined within the DPD 

simulation technique. To this end we developed means to basically change the 

DPD parameters without changing the governing dimensionless numbers of the 

problem at hand. Furthermore, a consistent way of choosing the spring force has 

been described. 




